[Morphologic study of cardiac cells in sheep before and after electric shock].
A combined electrophysiological and histopathological study was conducted on sheep myocardium fragments rich in easily identifiable conduction cells subjected to electric shocks of varying intensity. Tissue fragments were immersed in a thermostatically-controlled bath at 37 degrees C, perfused with a carbonated standard tyrode solution at the rate of 30 ml/min and stimulated at a constant bipolar 1 C/sec tension twice as high as the threshold of diastolic excitability. After measurement of reference values, electric shocks of 2 to 80 joules were delivered between two electrodes placed on both sides of the tissue fragment. The electrophysiological part of the study showed disorders of conduction which, depending on the energy delivered, were more or less complete and reversible. The histopathological part of the study showed that conduction tissue was extremely fragile, even to low-energy shocks. This fragility was in glaring contrast with the relatively modest damage suffered by myocytes. Liquefaction and/or coagulation of Purkinje's cells was also striking, as it extended over an area much wider than that subjected to the shock. Thus, with medium intensity shocks destroyed conduction bundles were seen to creep between myocytes that often were perfectly normal or showed rare hypercontraction bands. Some myocytes were in the process of degeneration or even eosinophilic necrosis, but except in case of violent shock these were more or less isolated elements in the vicinity of the stimulated area. The fragility of conduction tissue and its selective damage by low-intensity shocks may be explained partly by its low impedance which allows preferential passage of the electric current.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)